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Imagine a world where your destiny has already been decided...by your future self.It's Callie's
seventeenth birthday and, like everyone else, she's eagerly awaiting her vision—a memory sent
back in time to sculpt each citizen into the person they're meant to be. A world-class swimmer. A
renowned scientist.Or in Callie's case, a criminal.In her vision, she sees herself murdering her
gifted younger sister. Before she can process what it means, Callie is arrested and placed in
prison. The only person who can help is her childhood crush, Logan, a boy she hasn't spoken to
in five years.Logan breaks her free, but can she trust him? He’s almost the same boy she
remembers, but now he’s a whole lot hotter. And he’s got his own past to deal with. Callie’s falling
for him, fast, but she soon learns he has secrets of his own. Secrets that mean they can never be
together.Now, Callie's on the run not only from the government, but also from her fate. If she
wants any hope of a future with Logan, she must first find a way to protect her sister from the
biggest threat of all—herself.The Forget Tomorrow Series continues:Remember YesterdaySeize
Today - 2017

From School Library JournalGr 6 Up—Dunn's brisk-paced debut dystopian novel begins with
Callie and her friends anxiously awaiting their 17th birthday, on which they will receive a memory
from the future. This important vision will affect their lives, their careers, and all aspects of their
destiny. Callie's day finally arrives, and she finds out that her future self will one day stab her
clairvoyant little sister. Horrified at seeing herself kill the person she's closest to, Callie turns to
Logan, a friend from long ago, who helps her escape. Trying to avoid a future in which she's
imprisoned for her whole life by a government organization, Callie follows Logan to a community
in the woods where others like her live to keep their tragic visions from happening. Feelings
between the two spark. Callie must decide if she is in charge of her fate or if her fate is in charge
of her. The premise is a good one, and those who enjoyed Lauren Oliver's "Delirium" trilogy
(HarperCollins) will be fans of this tale. Dunn includes likable characters, the obligatory evil
leaders, and an oppressive government. There is a twist ending that will catch most readers off-
guard, which will thrill some and frustrate others. A few loose ends and an epilogue leave the
story open to a possible sequel. VERDICT Recommended for avid dystopian fans.—Jane
Hebert, Glenside Public Library District, Glendale Heights, IL --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Pintip Dunn has a new fan in me! Forget
Tomorrow offers a dark vision of the future that held me captive. I'm beyond excited to read the
next chapter of this incredibly compelling series." - Nalini Singh, New York Times bestselling
author"Engaging and electric with heart pounding suspense. Pintip Dunn's gorgeous storytelling
makes this an incredible read. Be prepared to stay up all night turning the pages." - Kristin
Cast, New York Times bestselling author"Breathtakingly creative and powerfully written." -



Kristan Higgins, New York Timesbestselling author"A tense, gripping adventure set in a future
world where courage and love might not be enough to save you...because the greatest enemy is
yourself." - Sophie Jordan, New York Times bestselling author"There's a whirlwind of plot in this
novel [...] There's also an abundance of mystery [.] A YA adventure with ethereal prose and
appealing characters." - Kirkus Reviews"This gripping read is sure to have you on the edge of
your seat." - Farrah Penn, BuzzFeed.com"Debut YA author Pintip Dunn's Forget
Tomorrow delivers a page-turner full of adventure and danger. The story's creative premise -
receiving your future memory at 17 years old - provides enough what ifs to amp up the action in
each chapter with the suspenseful race-against-time theme." - Michelle Monkou, USA
Today"[Dunn's] writing is so insightful and freshly delicate it's like the incipient wisdom of
children." - Sonali Dev, NPR Book Blog"With a cliffhanger ending that somehow still packs a
powerful punch of hope, FORGET TOMORROW is a top pick for readers who love action and
themes around fate and the future." - YA Books Central"Forget Tomorrow was a gorgeous,
refreshing story that has restored my faith in dystopian. Filled with action, adventure, romance,
amazing characters and a heartfelt storyline that you can connect with. ...[A]t the beginning you
are thrown into this world, there's no unnecessary build up, you're hooked from the very
beginning with this unpredictable plot and then left shocked and surprised by the clever
cliffhanger ending. It's safe to say, I loved this book- Forget Tomorrow is a magnificent debut and
I can't wait to see was Dunn does next." - Cody, Literary-ly ObsessedAbout the AuthorPintip
Dunn is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B., and received her J.D. at Yale Law School. Her novel
FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, and SEIZE TODAY won
the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been translated into four
languages, and they have been nominated for the following awards: the Grand Prix
del'Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the TomeSociety It list;
and the Romantic Times Reviewers' Choice Award. Her other titles include REMEMBER
YESTERDAY, THE DARKEST LIE, GIRL ON THE VERGE, STAR-CROSSED, and
MALICE.Read more
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Larry Hammersley, “Is Free Will possible?. Callie lives in a society where everyone receives an
imprint when they turn age seventeen. She receives a horrible imprint that she will kill her young
sister, Jessa. The reader continues to wonder if Callie has a choice. Must she commit this
terrible act? With the help of her love interest, Logan, she escapes from Eden City and takes up
residence in Harmony. If she stays there, can she avoid the act of killing her sister?She is
compelled to return to Eden City, hoping to rescue Jessa and take her away from the city. The
tension throughout is well described and the reader continually wonders how it will all end. We
learn the fate that awaits the members of the city. We are brought to the moment Callie is called
upon to unravel her memory and learn a devastating truth about the society. Does Callie have
the ability to exercise a free will?Treatment of this society and its workings are well done.”

BananaHammock, “because I hate spoilers.. The dystopian genre is not dead. (there are many
who will disagree with me, but this book's popularity will hopefully prove them wrong)Fast paced,
sympathetic/likable characters, twists and turns especially as the novel speeds to an ending that
leaves you wanting moreAlthough I adore the cover, the only odd thought I had was that I'm
surprised the cover didn't utilize leaves in the imagery.That is all, because I hate spoilers.”

MrsLeif, “the ending!!!. Seventeen year old Callie is about to learn her future. In this world, when
you turn seventeen, you are given a future memory. You can learn if you are going to be a gifted
musician, a champion swimmer and even if your are going to be a criminal.Callie is expecting to
learn she is going to be a Master Chef. She loves to cook and that would be a fantastic future.
However, this is not what she sees. What her future holds is her worst nightmare. Running away
and hiding sounds like a good plan but maybe turning herself in to the authorities would be
better for everyone.Just one person stands in her way...Logan. Logan is the boy she used to
have a crush on until five years ago when he stopped talking to her. Now, he's there for her and
he wants to help her. By helping her, he reveals his and his family's secrets placing himself in
danger.Callie tries to fight her future but when her sister is taken, she knows she must act. It
doesn't matter that she might end up being where she's terrified to be... in close proximity to her
sister again.I was excited to read this book. The premise of learning your future and deciding to
fulfill it or change it, is intriguing to me. Callie knew her memory shouldn't become real and she
tried to fight it the best way she could. But, how much does fate play a part in our decisions?If
anything this book left me with too many questions. Yes, I want to know what happens to Callie,
but, I'm wondering if her dad is out there, If Angela is going to change her mind, if Callie has
more powers tha she realizes, if two receivers can learn to communicate?I'm looking forward to
the next book in the series. Bring it on!4/5 Fangs”

Gimme More Books, “Brilliant Debut!. Amazing, fast-paced and emotionally gripping. I almost
finished this in one sitting because I just had to know the ending! The details of this world were



solid and pulled me right in, as did how the end of each chapter made everything worse for Calla
Ann. The premise of whether a teen will do the one thing she fears most-and what her future
shows her doing-is enthralling. Can't wait for book 2!”

Anita, “Awesome characters, had me on edge from start to finish. Forget Tomorrow had me on
edge from beginning to end. It's been a while since I have read Young Adult and Sci Fi, and I am
so glad I jumped back in with this book. Callie, the heroine, is so real. I never expected to feel
so much and so deeply for a character. She is young, impulsive, emotional, honest, and funny.
And she isn't just a lovestruck teen. When you learn the truth about Callie's sister, you feel like
you can trust Callie to lead you to her next bold step. My favorite line actually above Callie's
sense of humor - something like give me cumin and turmeric over diamonds any spacetime.
That's just one of Callie's many candid moments.I found myself turning page after page because
the writing is just that good, the characters are that human - beautiful and flawed. It moves so
fast you hardly know how much time has passed until you get to the shocking ending. This is an
awesome first novel.  I can't wait to read Pintip Dunn's next one.”

Kiki, “A brilliant first entry to a dystopian series with a strong premise.. Centred on a well-drawn
heroine, FORGET TOMORROW brings a spark of new life to the YA dystopia genre, which has
become tired and cluttered with all the ripoffs of Divergent and The Hunger Games. FORGET
TOMORROW is something entirely different, with a fantastic premise that it absolutely follows
through on. It avoids several worn-out cliches of the genre (there is no love triangle, the
protagonist is not the leader of a revolution, the protagonist has no special powers which
challenge her dystopian society). The plot is actually drawn on a much more intimate scale; it
focuses on how this society, predicated on the concept of future memory, affects Callie, her
childhood friend Logan, and her beloved younger sister Jessa. There’s also an element of the
paranormal running through the book, with the existence of people with psychic powers.This
book ends on a wicked cliffhanger, though the main plot threads are resolved. It also contains
frank discussion of rape and the off-screen rape of a secondary character (note: Callie herself
isn’t the victim of or threatened with sexual assault at any point in the novel), mostly
concentrated around two separate chapters, which may be upsetting for some readers.If you
want a sci-fi dystopia that follows through on its strong premise, has a lovely family element, and
avoids many of the cliche pitfalls of the genre (no love triangle! thank god!), try FORGET
TOMORROW. I must warn again about the cliffhanger, however.”

MD, “A must-read for any dystopian fan!. I LOVE this book so much! The very concept the book
is based on (receiving a memory from your future self) is so unique and intriguing, and Dunn
creates amazingly lifelike characters who grab you from the very first page. Callie is a fantastic
main character, and I especially loved the relationship between her and her sister, Jessa. And,
oh the twists! And the ending--I did not see that coming! The worldbuilding is rich and expertly



done, woven into the story in manageable chunks. I really loved the SF feel this dystopian
has. The love interest, Logan, was one of my favourite characters. The chemistry between Callie
and Logan is fantastic--very believable. But I think what I liked best about their relationship was
that it drew attention to both these characters' flaws. That just seemed SO realistic. This is a
must-read for anyone who loves a good dystopian.”

Jo, “Beautiful. Fast pace and exciting. Very romantic and contains so much love. Brilliant book.
Can't wait to read the next instalment!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Really enjoyed this book. Would recommend for Young
Adult, I know my 10 year old daughter would enjoy it a lot.”

The book by Pintip Dunn has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 198 people have provided feedback.
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